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Shifting into Wellness
Spending 11 years in the fitness industry, I was able to see where everyone's 
emotional levels were at when walking in and taking on this new lifestyle change!
It can be stressful for many to think about this new addition into their current 
habits. Having someone like a personal trainer walk that journey with you is so 
crucial! Working with someone who can hold you accountable and give you advice 
and coaching is needed because when exercising, a lot of it begins with mindset, 
especially if you're also looking to achieve the emotional side of this lifestyle shift.
Adele Velasco will be sharing her knowledge of food, mood and exercise, and why 
it's best to work with a professional! 

Adele: I'm the owner of Renegade Xtreme Fitness and I started in the fitness 
industry because prior to having 3 girls, I wasn't in good shape. It inspired me to 
live my life in the healthiest way possible, and realized it gave me such 
satisfaction! I help others do the same, especially moms as it can be challenging to 
balance taking care of kids in a hectic schedule and time for themselves! 

Jennifer: do you find that a lot of your personal clients are moms? Being a single 
mom of 3 kids yourself, is that one of the reasons you started in fitness? Was it 
when you became a mom and realized it was so important for your emotional 
wellness? 

Adele: I found with being in fitness and having that routine, it helps boost your 
confidence, allowing you to achieve a healthy body you'd love, and also clearing 
up the mental and emotional clutter. 

Jennifer: with having your own fitness company, you're working with clients on a 
daily basis that may have a wide range of fitness goals. I know you love working 
with moms and help those that may be going through those daily stresses of life! 
Through fitness, being able to use that as a way to help others with their 
emotional wellness. What kinds of things do you do with your clients and aim to 
focus on to create that balance and state of ease? 

Adele: I help my clients maintain that state of wellbeing with classes that they 
can do together with their friends and family! I also have 1:1 personal training 
that we decide based on their needs, goals and fitness level. I help them work 
through their nutrition so they can have guidelines for whenever they're at home 
in their everyday routine! 
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Food Affects Mood
Jennifer: yes! The nutrition piece is so important with mood and exercise. Talk to
us on how you would structure food and exercise. Why are those two things so 
important when someone is getting started? 

Adele: it's very important for them to have that knowledge and how to 
incorporate nutrition into their exercise routine, especially if for example they 
have a goal of losing weight. 

Jennifer: what would you advise somebody who is just starting off and an easy 
way you would help your clients get started and create that balance? 

Adele: I always tell clients to not stress themselves in counting calories! Just 
make the food easy and simple so they can adapt into a healthier lifestyle. This 
makes it easier to transition more and more. 

Jennifer: so when someone is starting an exercise routine, how many days a 
week should they be working out to lose weight, versus if they want feel and 
look younger? 

Adele: with my clients, I always tell them it's better to do something than 
nothing! It's not necessary for everyone to head to the gym. This can include 
going for a walk or playing with their kids, and allowing their body to be 
involved in that physical activity. If moms are looking at reducing stress, even 
having that bonding time with their kids helps their emotional health. There are 
many ways people can do activities outside the gym: swimming, zumba or 
yoga! As long as they're moving, it helps them maintain that healthy lifestyle. 
Training wise, they're with me at least 3 times a week to burn at least 2 pounds 
of fat a week. There's a balance depending on your fitness goals! 

Jennifer: do you have any last golden nuggets that you want to leave with us 
when it comes to that connection with food, mood and exercise? 

Adele: when exercising, don't focus on losing the weight or the numbers on the 
scale. Draw your attention always on how you feel after you exercise and after 
you eat healthier meals. This helps you stay in a good mood and remind you 
what is best for your body. 
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Jennifer: it's so true! When you get into that mentality of not feeling or 
thinking better, we end up going through drive-thrus and eating things out of 
convenience. It's important to remember that food affects our mood, and we 
are what we eat! And enjoy it! Forcing yourself to add something in your 
routine you don't want to do can also affect your emotional health. 

For anyone who is in the Markham, Ontario area; you can join Adele at her 
studio for group classes or 1 on 1 personal training! She also is in Hamilton 
often for workout sessions! Adele can be reached through her website 
www.renegadextremefitness.com for further questions and to learn more about
her upcoming online program that is soon launching!  

You are what you Eat


